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Business Intelligence:
Tap into fresh analytics

Go “INCOGNITO”
We are pleased to announce a
private-format CV presentation.
This concept enables job seekers to post their CVs in incognito
mode – to expose their skills, education, work experience and
credentials to the top recruiters in the country, without revealing
their identity.
The recruiters will be able to request contact with a job seeker who
chose incognito mode, and the job seeker will have the choice of
accepting or rejecting the contact request. If the job seeker accepts
the request, the contact details will be sent to the recruiter, and the
recruitment process will continue from there.
In the incognito mode, a job seeker also has the option of
predefining which recruitment agencies get to view his or her
contact details.

Visit
Follow us on:

www.careerweb.co.za

NOW
Tel: (011) 807-3294,
info@careerweb.co.za
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n this edition we are focusing on business intelligence
and mobility, two aspects of digital communication that
represent opportunity and challenges.
It is clear, based on feedback from the ITWeb Synergy BI
survey, that strategy is directly linked to the ability to manage
data effectively and extract true value.
61% of respondents acknowledged the importance of strategy
and indicated that their organisation currently has a BI strategy
in place.
In this edition we also reflect on ITWeb Enterprise Mobility
2017, held recently in Johannesburg and the many issues
surrounding enterprise mobility management, a critical
consideration of the corporate digital transformation process.
Decision makers have their hands full, with security
concerns, hyper-connected devices and workforce
demographics just a few areas where decisive but carefully
considered action must be taken.
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INNOVATION

IoT.nxt eyes expansion into
Europe and US
Following a year and a half of stellar growth and a big investment injection,
the Internet of Things innovator is set to make its mark in Europe and the US.
put it into a platform that is independent from
the technology.”
He adds that many IoT solutions are sold on
the basis of “rip and replace”, and there was a
gap in the market for a platform that leveraged
existing systems. “Although some of these have
been used for 20 to 50 years, they can still be
digitised using Raptor.”
Chief operations officer Moen reveals the
next innovation step - taking Raptor from
on-premises to the cloud. He says it works
equally well on premises or in the cloud, or as
a hybrid solution.

Nico Steyn, IoT.nxt

E

veryone has heard of the Internet of
Things (IoT), or the massive network of
devices that are connected to the Internet
and to each other.
The IoT allows resources to be managed
remotely, bringing benefits of efficiencies
and automation, and making data analysis
more effective. But, integrating the plethora
of connected devices into business systems
is tricky, due to the sheer amount of data
involved and the multiple hardware and
software systems.
Centurion-based IoT.nxt, founded by Nico
Steyn and partners Bertus Jacobs and Terje
Moen, is changing all of that.
CEO Steyn says IoT.nxt’s flagship product,
a data-clearing platform called Raptor, grew
out of challenges that the company faced
when trying to implement conventional IoT
solutions. “Raptor enables organisations to
effortlessly integrate their IT platforms with
IoT devices. It is both hardware and software
agnostic, designed to connect multi-vendor
systems into a unified dashboard environment,
allowing companies to visualise and analyse
complex data in real-time.”
According to Steyn, at startup phase their
aim was to create a platform for connecting
subsystems for analytics. “What we found was
that no one had the ability to take data from
legacy systems and industrial equipment and
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Bringing IT and OT together
IoT.nxt’s expertise is industrial IT, or operational
technology (OT) in manufacturing, logistics,
mining and ports, explains Moen. IoT.nxt is
bringing the IT and OT together.
The company’s headcount has quickly grown
fivefold – it currently employs about 70 people
and is on the lookout for more talent.
“We are not just looking for qualified
people, but for superstars,” says Moen. “To
meet the demand and develop the business
further, we need strong engineering skills,
mining and consulting skills, people who
are experts in logistics in ports, for example,
and various industry domain leaders with a
deep understanding of the requirements of a
particular industry.”
Moen says the decision to digitise
industrial operations happens at C-level,
with the people who run the businesses
and perfectly understand the operational
challenges of their organisations.  
Return on investment is crucial here –
executives must see the real value of digitising
their environment. “It's a strategic decision,
requiring proof of value across their entire
business ecosystem, and ideally it should
be open-ended to its suppliers, to make the
process better.”
Home-grown IP helps global growth
Since IoT.nxt opened its doors in Centurion
at the end of 2015, it has set up an associate
office in London and is opening a fully-fledged
office in The Hague, The Netherlands, later this

year. The company has plans for expansion into
the US and is currently building relationships and
taking on projects.
A recent R100-million investment by Talent 10
Holdings, a Midrand-based asset management
company, will allow the growing development
team to further develop the Raptor platform
as well as help the company’s expansion into
Europe and the US.
“The funding means there are zero restrictions
in terms of building the platform that we know
our customers want and we won’t have to
compromise on anything,” says Steyn.
Wayne Fitzjohn, CEO of Talent 10 Holdings,
says the investment, which is their “biggest by
far”, was completed in just eight days. To prepare
for the international market, it was important to
secure and protect IoT.nxt’s intellectual property
(IP), which has been done, says Fizjohn.
“Huge projects are coming thorough,” adds
Chett Maherry, FD of Talent10. “SA revenue
will increase 10-fold and that will help the
international expansion. But we want to stay a
proudly South African company - that IP was
home grown.”
IoT.nxt wins MTN Internet of Things award
IoT.nxt was named the Overall Winner at
the MTN Internet of Things conference. The
company also walked away with the Best
Commercial Solution award.
The awards were presented as part of MTN
Business’ second annual IoT event, which
showcased the latest trends, challenges and
opportunities in the IoT space in a variety of
industries, such as automotive, healthcare,
asset and fleet management, manufacturing,
security, retail, smart grid, smart metering,
smart home and consumer electronics.
According to MTN Business Group
Executive, Oliver Fortuin, the major
strength of the IoT.nxt framework is that
the solution is technology agnostic, which
overcomes the challenge of connecting any
and all devices or systems.

Note8

Do bigger things
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BUSINESS
Ubuntu
Technologies,
Nimble
Storage story
Ubuntu Technologies
celebrates two years
providing solutions
based on Nimble
Storage as the only
Silver Partner in
Ubuntu Technologies and Nimble Storage
South Africa. The
journey started in Barcelona at VMWorld in 2013, and in May 2016
Ubuntu Technologies received an award from Nimble Storage in
Berlin as the "Partner of the Year" for MEA.
www.ubuntusa.co.za

I am woman
The Innovation Hub – the Innovation Agency of the Gauteng
Province – hosted two events in celebration of women's month.
The "I Am Woman" events were dedicated to applauding women for
their various roles they play in business, family and the workplace.
Two events were held in August at eKasiLab Tembisa and at The
Innovation Hub, Tshwane. Statistics prove that Africa is regarded as
the leading continent in female entrepreneurship, with a recorded
50% of all enterprises in Africa being owned by women. Women
contribute considerably to not only the labour force, but also to
social discourse and continuously redefining their role in society.
www.theinnovationhub.com

New Pure
Storage CEO

Charles Giancarlo, Pure Storage

Charles Giancarlo has been
appointed CEO and a member
of the Board of Directors at
Pure Storage. This follows
Scott Dietzen being elected as
chairman of the board of the
all-flash platform vendor for
the cloud. Giancarlo previously
served in senior executive roles
at Silver Lake Partners and
Cisco Systems.
www.purestorage.com

ZTE SA reveals plan
to help SA overcome
infrastructure deficit

Liu Haishi, ZTE Corporation
South Africa
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One of the biggest challenges
facing South Africa is a shortage
of investment capital for muchneeded infrastructure. ZTE is
determined to play a role in
overcoming this challenge, says
Liu Haishi, chairman and CEO
of ZTE Corporation SA. Haishi
says access to capital, flexible
business models and tech
leadership will help.
www.zte.com
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ATIO unveils Avaya-powered Weav suite
ATIO, a specialist provider of ICT solutions in sub-Saharan Africa, has
launched its first suite of cloud-based unified communications and
contact centre services. Weav, powered by Avaya, is a robust and secure
cloud-based solution suite, which offers exceptional telephony, unified
communications and contact centre capabilities. "Weav services can
be deployed as public cloud, private cloud or hybrid solutions. Weav
is ideal for enterprises and communities of any size that aim to take
advantage of the benefits of the cloud and Avaya's SIP-based capabilities
to provide greater staff collaboration and excellent customer
experience," said Dawn Hollingworth, MD of ATIO Interactive.
www.atio.co.za

Four Kyocera Products
awarded BLI ‘2017 Summer Pick’
Four Kyocera products have been awarded the coveted Buyers Lab
Pick commendations from one of the world's foremost printing
product testing providers. The colour and monochrome devices
were named as outstanding products by Buyers Lab in its Summer
Pick awards 2017, with Kyocera's TASKalfa colour MFP models
(2552ci, 4052ci, 5052ci) and ECOSYS P3055dn all achieving
recognition. The prizes acknowledge the hardware and software
offerings that measure up as the best in their respective categories.
"Kyocera's Summer 2017 Pick winners proved to be true workhorses,
with exceptional reliability," said George Mikolay, associate director
of A3/Production for Keypoint Intelligence – Buyers Lab.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

The importance of clean data
In the era of big data, clean data has become more important than
ever to succeed in strategic marketing. The Grapevine Group says
tools such as marketing automation allow companies to reach
consumers on a deeper level. Data needs to be free of errors so
that conversion is not hindered by undelivered e-mails, lukewarm
leads that invariably turn cold, and a lack of deeper data that
enables better lead scoring and segmentation. There is a huge risk
of bounce rates if data is not accurate. Up-to-date omni-channel
customer data enables you to reach the right people, at the right
time, in the right way.
www.grapevinegroup.co.za

Growth for fourth year
Pure Storage, has improved
its position within the Leaders
Quadrant of the Gartner’ July
2017 Magic Quadrant for Solid
State Arrays (SSAs) by Gartner,
Inc., a leading global research
firm. For the fourth consecutive
year, Pure Storage is positioned
furthest along the “Completeness
of Vision” axis in the Leaders
Quadrant. "Since inception
in 2009, Pure has innovated
to fix data storage to make it
Scott Dietzen, Pure Storage
dramatically faster, simpler,
more robust, and lower cost to own over time, " said Scott Dietzen,
CEO, Pure Storage.
www.purestorage.com

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
New MD of TCM Networks

Praesignis gets a new CEO

TCM Networks has appointed industry veteran
Zeth Malele as its Managing Director as of
1 September 2017. As customers' needs are
becoming more bespoke and customised, the
networking component of its solutions offerings
is proving to be fundamental. Malele will be
placed at the helm of its networking subsidiary
to strategically align the group's offerings in the
networking space, to its core solutions.
www.tcm.co.za

As the Praesignis Group positions itself for
future growth the company’s founder and
CEO, Johan Ceronio, is taking up the position
of Chairman, focusing on the business’ future
vision and direction. Gawie Erasmus is the
new CEO with the current MD Frans Vermaak,
taking over as CTO where he will focus on new
technologies, modern skills and developing
disruptive innovations for new markets.
www.praesignis.co.za

SECURITY
Ransomware… act
before it’s too late
Despite the increase in the frequency of
ransomware attacks, and the increasing
probability that your organisation will fall
victim to one or more of the attacks that
have yet to be released into the world, most
people are still aloof and under the belief that
it will not affect them. CommerceQuest SA
says the effects of a ransomware attack, and
being locked out of your systems, are, simply
put, devastating! The company explains that
AgileCloud's services extend far beyond that
of backup solutions and those implemented
congruently will ensure the highest levels of
uptime, with financially backed SLAs.
www.cqsa.co.za

The second scramble for Africa
It is crucial that intellectual property rights
are adequately protected before embarking
on any expansion strategy, says Carla Collett,
Senior Associate, Webber Wentzel. Trademark,
design and patent registrations, domain name
C
registrations and licensing or distribution
M
arrangements are key considerations. Consider
a holistic expansion strategy before scrambling
Y
into Africa, says Collett.
CM
www.webberwentzel.com

Future of cyber-security

MY

CY

At the recent Banking Conference the latest
CMY
trends in cyber-security were highlighted. Local
cloud specialist One Channel addressed delegates
K
at the event, highlighting the opportunities of
using technology in the fight against cyber-crime
in the banking environment. CEO Bernard Ford
discussed the 4th industrial revolution and the
implications thereof as well as presenting a future
cyber-security model.
www.onechannel.co.za

Acronis True Image 2018
brings AI-based data protection
to home users

Marko Salic, Argility CEO

Meeting the
challenge of POPI
Complying with the Protection of Personal
Information Act (POPI) will mean an intensive
review of your organisation's applications and
databases. “The same kind of methodical approach
that got us through the year 2000 crisis is needed,”
according to SA technology innovator and leader in
the capture and analysis of information, Argility.
www.argility.com

Local Acronis distributor Synapsys Systems has
announced the Acronis True Image 2018 is now
available through its reseller channel. The new
release includes major updates of the program's
backup and recovery capabilities, and is the
first personal backup software to incorporate
artificial intelligence-based technology designed
to actively protect data against ransomware.
Also available is Acronis True Image 2018 for Mac.
"As the proven backup alternative for Mac users
seeking the cloud-based features missing from
Time Machine, Acronis True Image 2018 is now
the first personal backup software to include
technology that actively defends data against
ransomware," states Synapsys MD Peter French.
www.synapsys.co.za
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SURVEY
By SUZANNE FRANCO

Data-driven business
The importance of having a well resources analytics function is
growing among SA businesses, a recent survey revealed.
Data value realised
A third of respondents do not have an
explicit data governance strategy dealing
with concepts such as data ownership,
curatorship, security and quality in place.
However 61% of respondents cited the
importance of this strategy and indicated
their organisation has a BI strategy in place.
A data governance strategy ensures that
data is treated and valued as a true asset,
comments Staniland. “Without proper
care and governance, it becomes very
difficult for an organisation to trust data,
understand what is available, and how best
to monetise this asset in the future.”

Gillian Staniland, Data Strategist at Synergy

T

here are many factors that can
complicate the conversion of data into
accurate and reliable information. Business
intelligence (BI) is evolving into much
more than its elementary definition, as it
faces a new wave of data analytics due to
the impact of the Internet of Things (IoT).
In a recent ITWeb survey, in partnership
with Synergy, 23% of the participating
businesses stated that they do analyses
sensor or machine-generated data, while
29% said they don’t ‘because IoT is not
relevant in their industry’.
However, 26% of respondents indicated
though they do not analyse machine
generated data (IoT), they would like to in
the future and 22% stated they are in the
process of developing IoT analytics.
“It is to be expected that IoT is not
immediately apparent in many industries,
but as companies start tracking, measuring
and analysing the movement of goods and
services, it will lead to the need for more
attention in the IoT space,” says Gillian
Staniland, data strategist at Synergy.
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Data scientist shortage in SA
A small percentage of respondents (17%)
indicated their organisation does have a
dedicated data science team and 23% said
data science is an extension of their BI/BA
capability.
Staniland believes there is a great
shortage of not only data scientists in
South Africa, but also good business
analysts. “While there are good training
and education opportunities to learn
technical skills, the ability to interpret,
analyse and derive relevant business
impact from data remains an elusive trait
in South Africa.”
Asked if they use business terms and
calculations (metadata) consistently
across their business, 43% of respondents
said their use is partial and they do
have a manually documented business
glossary which aids in understanding and
standardisation.
“Metadata - data about data - by its
very nature is the core to ensuring a good
understanding of the source, meaning
and usage of the data we generate,” says
Staniland. “Often this ‘metadata’ is actually
tacit knowledge gained by an individual
through years of experience. The better this
knowledge is formalised and shared, the
easier it is for others to use and share.”
Key component to successful business
Support and understanding of the
management team is key to improving a

company’s analytical capabilities.
“A BI team alone cannot drive this
change, and ongoing executive support
is essential in moving past the numbers
to taking action,” says Staniland. “Also,
senior management involvement helps
guide the BI team to source, clean and
analyse the right data, helping to align BI
projects with current business objectives.”
This survey revealed that 44% of
respondents believe their analytics function
is well resourced and funded and seen as a
key component to the running and growing
of their business. A further 50% report that
the management is either showing some
interest or learning about the benefits of
being a data-driven organisation.
Access to data insatiable
A large majority of respondents (76%)
stated they are interested in further
assessing and developing their current
analytics ecosystem.
Staniland noted that the need by
business to have access to more and
more data is insatiable. “Data volumes,
speed of delivery, technical complexities
and advancements in natural language
processing, machine learning and AI all
point to a capability that cannot stay static
for long. An annual review and flexibility
with a touch of ambiguity are the only way
stay ahead,” she concluded.

ABOUT THE SURVEY
The 2017 Business Intelligence Survey was
run online on ITWeb for a period of two weeks in
June to gain insight into the business intelligence
strategies of SA organisations.

WHO RESPONDED
•
•
•

A total of 140 responses were received for
the Business Intelligence Survey.
20% of respondents are CEOs or MDs and
35% middle management.
29% of respondents are from large
companies with between 501-5000
employees and 17% are from multinationals
with over 10 000 employees.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SURVEY 2017
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SURVEY

ARE YOUR ORGANISATION'S DECISION-MAKERS AND BUSINESS USERS SKILLED IN
INTERPRETING AND ACTING ON BI/BA DATA?

Many of our users
are fairly immature in their use of data, but we have an active
programme to improve analytical skills
16%
Unsure
16%

30%

Many of our users are fairly immature
in their use of data and receive little support from BI/BA analysts
16%

Yes, our users are well-versed
in data and able to apply
good judgement and decisions
30%

Some users are able
to use data effectively
30%

DOES YOUR ORGANISATION ANALYSE
SENSOR/MACHINE-GENERATED DATA (INTERNET OF
THINGS)?

IS YOUR ORGANISATION BUILDING
A COMPETENCY IN DATA SCIENCE?

57%
We do not conduct data science
23%

Not yet,
but we are
in the process of
developing
IOT analytics
22%

29%

No, IOT is not
relevant in
our industry
29%

Data science is an extension of
our BI/BA competency
17%
We have a dedicated
data science team

No, but we
would like to
26%

Yes
23%

13%
Data scientists are embedded
in some of our business units

xx
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SURVEY 2017
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SURVEY

DOES SENIOR MANAGEMENT UNDERSTAND AND
SUPPORT THE NEED TO IMPROVE ANALYTICAL
CAPABILITIES?

HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO HAVE AN EXPLICIT DATA
GOVERNANCE STRATEGY IN PLACE?

N/A
2%

44%
Yes, our analytics function is well resourced and
funded, and seen as a key component to the running
and growing of our business

Don’t know
7%

Yes
61%
61%

30%
Tentative - our executives are showing some
interest, but are concerned about the financial and
resourcing commitment

No
30%

19%
Developing - our executives are learning about
the benefits of being a data-driven organisation,
and are keen to build a competency
7%
Twice-shy - we have had previous failed BI
initiatives which have resulted in limited interest
by the executives

DO YOU USE METADATA CONSISTENTLY ACROSS THE BUSINESS?

Yes.
Our BI software enables full metadata management,
allowing for re-usability and change management
22%
43%
No.
We have regular debates as to the meaning,
source and/or formula behind reported figures
35%
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Partially.
We have a manually documented
business glossary which
aids in understanding and standardisation
43%
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Get ready to make
your data work for you.
Synergy understands that data is one of the most valuable assets of any company,
but gaining meaningful access to accurate data is a challenge for most businesses.

At the heart of our business lies our ability to turn
data into actionable information. Synergy
understands that it’s easy to lose yourself in all
the tools, multiple data sources, complex data
structures, unreliable data, apathetic users, and
unrealistic expectations. With Synergy’s
systematic, best practice methodology, we will
help you work through all these competing choices
to be able to quickly and intuitively assess the
state of your business, and to anticipate the best
course of action for better outcomes.
Synergy works closely with companies from a wide
range of industries, assisting them to use their
analytics technology to achieve business goals.
Synergy has established itself as a leading
Business Analytics, Data Warehouse and Financial
Performance Management solutions provider,
serving more than 200 customers with a staff
complement of 90 in its Cape Town, Johannesburg
and Durban branches.

Synergy’s consulting
services include:
BI strategy
Infrastructure/architecture
and support
Data warehousing
BI implementation expertise
Financial performance management
Financial consolidations
Budgeting and forecasting
Cashflow
What-if analysis –
Activity-Based Costing
Regulatory reporting - iXBRL

Please visit www.synergy.co.za

REPORTBACK: ENTERPRISE MOBILITY

Value of enterprise
mobility depends on strategy
How Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) is applied in business
will influence the benefit of mobile solutions.

Through IOT, the
manufacturing
industry can use
sensors and other
tools to draw data
used to inform them
on how to increase
revenue.
Anesu Charamba, programme manager, digital
transformation practice at Frost & Sullivan

Pieter Engelbrecht, HPE Aruba

Pieter Engelbrecht, country manager of HPE
Aruba, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, SA

By JACQUI E'SILVA

W

hen it comes to EMM, organisations
need to change the way they implement IT strategies says Pieter Engelbrecht,
country manager of HPE Aruba, Hewlett
Packard Enterprise, SA.
Speaking at the ITWeb Enterprise Mobility 2017 event in Johannesburg, Engelbrecht said, "EMM initiatives can be implemented into intelligent spaces (any public
venue which can be turned into useful
connectivity spaces), digital workplaces,
and within an Internet of Things (IOT)
strategy.
"New customer experiences are created
using location-aware mobile applications.
When consumers walk into these spaces
they are offered free WiFi and after logging in, a pop-up message greets them by
name, advertising products they are more
likely to buy from past shopping experinces."
In terms of implementing EMM into an
IOT strategy, Engelbrecht points out companies want to increase revenue by using
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intelligent asset-tracking tools in certain
parts of the business, such as warehouses.
"A huge revenue loss in some companies
is caused by asset theft on high value items
in warehouses. IOT must be able to be incorporated into the business. If companies
don't adapt, they will go under and there
have already been a lot of companies that
have gone under because they refused to
transform digitally.
“Through IOT, the manufacturing
industry can use sensors and other tools
to draw data used to inform them on how
to increase revenue. So there is massive
opportunity to generate revenue in these
office spaces," he concludes.
Critical compliance for enterprise
mobility
The evolution of the mobility space
has seen a major paradigm shift in the
way enterprises perceive value from
technology, states Anesu Charamba,
programme manager, digital

David Motlafi, head of department ERP,
SAA Information Technology Services

REPORTBACK: ENTERPRISE MOBILITY

transformation practice at Frost & Sullivan.
Adding, EMM solutions are designed to
help companies leverage mobile technology as a tool for business transformation.
"In today's world, enterprise mobility is not necessarily a new thing; most
companies have some strategy or practice
in place, aimed at empowering end-users
to be more productive wherever they are,
on any device, while enabling IT to meet
critical security and compliance requirements," Charamba explains
He highlights the four trends driving
EMM in business: workforce demograph-

ics, device security and effective threat
management, vendors capitalising on
enterprise demand, and CIO strategies.
"Over the last 60 years, we've come a
long way in terms of workforce. We've had
to move from working physically to working in the digital realm, adapting to working with e-mail, laptops and smartphones,
and we're virtually plugged into the office
no matter where we go."
Research by Frost & Sullivan, shows
workers entering the workspace now are
all predisposed to working with smartphones, tablets and apps, because many of

them grew up using these devices.
Regarding security from an enterprise
mobility perspective, Charamba points
out there are now three different cybersecurity threat vectors companies have
to account for: users, mobile devices and
company networks.
"Each of these present significant security
risks, and because mobile devices are often
hyper-connected, and often access sensitive
data over untrusted networks, it increases
the risk of data loss through WiFi, sniffing
rogue access points and man-in-the-middle attacks," he concludes.

Anthon Muller, Executive head of department:
managed enterprise mobility, Vodacom Business

Willie Sytrdom, enterprise security architect,
Wesbank
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Harness the potential of digital
disruption to drive real business
benefits in just two days!

7 & 8 NOVEMBER 2017,
FOCUS ROOMS, SUNNINGHILL

PUTTING DIGITAL
DISRUPTION IN
THE SPOTLIGHT
Digital is shifting your
customers’ reality and it is
vital that every business
‘adapts or dies trying’.
Share insights with Brett
StClair, Lee Naik, Matt Brown,
Rory Moore and other experts
in the digital and digital
disruption space!

Brett StClair,

Lee Naik,

Professional international
speaker and keynote speaker

CEO, TransUnion

REGISTRATION IS OPEN FOR
THIS PRESTIGIOUS EVENT –

BOOK NOW
AND SAVE R2 500
www.itweb.co.za/events/DE2017
Follow the event
on Twitter
and join the
discussion at
#ITWebDE2017
TO BOOK
contact Lerato Mathize on
011 807 3294 or lerato@itweb.co.za.
BRONZE SPONSORS

ENDORSED BY

TO EXHIBIT OR SPONSOR,
contact Debbie Visser on
011 807 3294 or debbiev@itweb.co.za.

FINANCIAL
Adapt IT on track to reach
its 2020 growth target
JSE-listed Adapt IT, a provider of specialised
software solutions and services to the education,
manufacturing, energy and financial services
sectors, today announced its financial results
for the year ended 30 June 2017. "We have been
consistent in pursuing diversification through an
organic and acquisitive growth strategy, which has
contributed to this positive set of results for Adapt
IT in the face of challenging market conditions,"
says Adapt IT CEO Sbu Shabalala. Adapt IT reported
a turnover increase of 25% to R994 million for the
year, increasing annuity turnover to a healthy 66%.
Adapt IT derives 76% of turnover from the South
African market.
www.adaptit.co.za

Direct Pay Online Group
acquires Virtual Card Services
South Africa
Direct Pay Online Group (DPO) has acquired Virtual
Card Services (VCS) South Africa. This marks the
completion of DPO's purchase of Virtual Card Services
South Africa, post the earlier acquisition of VCS
Namibia and VCS Botswana. The acquisition further
bolsters DPO's leading position in Southern Africa
post its previous acquisitions of PayThru and PayGate.
VCS has over 20 years of experience in developing and
implementing credit, debit and smart card processing
systems for major card issuers in South Africa. DPO
plans to merge both VCS SA and PayThru, which
it acquired last month, with PayGate, to create the
leading Payments Service Provider in South Africa.
www.vcs.co.za

CHANNEL
Netgear’s
TIBCO excels at Dresner
PoE+ switch Advisory Service 2017 Industry
offers
Excellence Awards
support for
TIBCO Software has been named a winner in
dense device the Dresner Advisory Services 2017 Industry
deployments Excellence Awards, resulting from high vendor
A new network
switch, designed
to support denser
deployments of
new-generation
Tobie van Schalkwyk, Duxbury Networking
devices, such as the
latest IP surveillance, IP telephony and IOT solutions that
require high-power power-over-Ethernet (POE+), has
been released by Netgear. The GS724TPv2, distributed
by Duxbury Networking, can satisfy the switching
requirements of even the most demanding user.
www.duxbury.co.za

ratings in the 2017 Wisdom of the Crowds Business
Intelligence (BI) Market Study. TIBCO Spotfire
achieved awards as a Customer Experience
Leader and a Value Leader, while TIBCO Statistica
received the Technology Leader and Credibility
Leader awards. Both solutions were acknowledged
for their overall strengths in sales, support,
consulting services, and more. "We hold these
awards in high regard, as they represent the
validating voice of our customers," said Thomas
Been, chief marketing officer, TIBCO.
www.tibco.com

HARDWARE
Business-class performance from
Brother’s A3 Centre Series

KDS Direct debuts four
SOHO A4 colour printers in SA

Brother International, a leader in home and business
IT peripherals that focus on the ‘customer first'
approach, has introduced an all-new full A3 MultiFunction Centre Series for small and medium-sized
businesses. The two models in the series, the MFCJ3930DW and the MFC-J3530DW, support high
print volumes with excellent total cost of ownership.
"Brother's new Multi-Function Centre Series has been
engineered for business use. Both models in the series
are versatile, reliable and robust, which is ideal for
small and medium-sized businesses with large print
volume requirements," says Dale de Villiers, marketing
manager at Brother SA.
www.brother.co.za

KDS Direct, a prominent Kyocera online dealership,
has responded to the growing needs of small office,
home office (SOHO) workers with the introduction of
four new Kyocera A4 colour printers. The new range of
SOHO A4 colour printers, which are currently available
exclusively on KDS Direct's Web store (www.kdsdirect.
co.za), include models such as the ECOSYS P5026cdn,
P5026cdw, ECOSYS P5021cdn, P5021cdw, ECOSYS
M5526cdn, M5526cdw and ECOSYS M5521cdn,
M5521cdw. Based on Kyocera's award-winning
ECOSYS concept, these printer models are economic to
run because they ensure long life parts, low frequency
of parts replacement and low power consumption.
www.kdsdirect.co.za
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The shift to mobile-cloud
is changing the way
we think about
enterprise networking.
#DigitalWorkplace

www.arubanetworks.com
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Danie Marais, Redstor

Personal data
protection in SA

Epicor’s three-step
strategy for digital transformation

Danie Marais, Founder and
Director of Redstor, says South
Africa's Protection of Personal
Information (POPI) Act is now a
reality and a year’s grace period
for market compliance is now
underway. This act applies to all
organisations that store, collect
or process personal information.
www.redstor.com

One of the key findings of a recent PWC report found the buzz
around Industry 4.0 has moved on from what some saw as marketing
hype in 2013 to investment and real results today. But preparing
for a digital future is no easy task. It means developing digital
capabilities in which a company's processes, people, culture and
structure are all aligned towards a set of organisational goals. And
for most companies, the ultimate aim is growth, says Terri Hiskey,
VP of product marketing and manufacturing at Epicor Software.
In manufacturing, the challenges for companies are multifarious
because digital transformation impacts every aspect of operations.
www.epicor.com

Small business networks – wired,
wireless, or both?
Small and home business owners can be forgiven for believing
wireless is the de facto solution for their small business networks.
"It's true that many small businesses dive into wireless for its
perceived low cost and plug-and-play functionality, but it's
not that simple, and a little due diligence may even reveal that
a combination wireless-wired solution will deliver the most
bang for your buck," said Erik Jordaan, director at leading local
infrastructure solutions provider, BT-SA. The company prioritises
speed, lead time and cost as the top three considerations when
making a decision on the best network solution.
www.bt-sa.co.za

Mobile security
tools ROI
Managed IT security services
company Securicom, says
employees working for
companies implementing
enterprise mobile device
management (MDM) solutions
who have not bought into
the concept are putting the
business at risk. "We have
seen a marked increase in the
adoption of mobility management solutions by companies because
they are recognising mobile's risks to IT security, and because
MDM is becoming an auditing compliance check that companies
need to adhere to," says Michael Morton, mobile security specialist
at Securicom.
www.securicom.co.za

Data security just got easier
It has become essential to classify and protect sensitive data at the
source to maintain control over the information, regardless of a
file's location. Chris Hathaway, founder and director of Soarsoft
International and CloudEssentials, says Azure Information
Protection is the first solution in this space to truly simplify what
has historically been an infrastructural-heavy and complex area
of data security. It leverages the full power of Office 365's security
suite to provide an intuitive solution for maintaining control over
documents both inside and outside corporate borders. It also
removes the need for complex 3rd-party add-ons for enterprises
adopting the full Office 365 solution pack.
www.soarsoftinternational.com
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MData fee fall campaign legitimate,
says MobileData
The South African mobile communication services market needs more
regulation to encourage competition in order to instil a free and open
environment, which will then lead to better and more affordable pricing.
Chris Daffy, chief commercial officer at MobileData, a leading South
African technology service provider focused on payment facilitation and
prepaid electronic value distribution, believes the call for a reduction in
the price of mobile data is legitimate and has merit, particularly when
one considers the plight of prepaid consumers. "South Africa has some of
the highest data prices in the mobile arena in Africa and globally.”
www.mobile-data.co.za

DVT offers value-based agile course
Working in a competitive organisation, you've no doubt come across
the concept of ‘value'. It's probably baked into your DNA, running
through each of your various processes, products and teams. That
doesn't necessarily mean you prescribe to an agile framework or
methodology, in which case you'll probably get even more value
from your business by doing so, says Deidré Forbay, senior BA and
Certified ICAgile BVA trainer at DVT. DVT recently presented the
2017 ICAgile Certified Professional in Business Value Analysis course
in Cape Town and Johannesburg. Although this certification course
focuses on value-driven software delivery, many of the tools and
techniques can be applied to any value-driven project.
www.dvt.co.za

DVT presents
outsourced testing
package for SMEs
DVT's new GTC Lite product gives
companies full access to DVT's
Global Testing Centre (GTC), in Cape
Town, over a 12-month contract
period, including dedicated testers
and access to a broad range of
mobile devices for testing almost
any app on any software platform
using DVT's home-grown testing framework. "Given our size and
market reputation, we realised many companies might have overlooked
our testing services, thinking they're too expensive or complex, so DVT
GTC Lite was designed to deliver a comprehensive testing service that's
neither of those," says Jacques Fouché, DVT executive head of Testing
Solutions and MD Western Cape.
www.dvt.co.za

Tap into The Margin
If you love The Margin but prefer to view content online, then we’ve got
some great news for you!!
The Margin’s website has been refurbished and upgraded. To get your fill of the information you need about key developments in the channel visit themargin.co.za.
With new and web-exclusive content regularly added, make sure you subscribe to our
newsletter service to stay in touch with what’s happening in your industry.

www.themargin.co.za

Technology and business for the channel… now online.
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Bitcoin Scaling
Agreement:
Cryptocurrency
regulatory parable
The Bitcoin Scaling Agreement
was as much a story about
technology as Titanic was about
a ship, says Seshree Govender,
associate at Webber Wentzel. She
adds that the current regulatory
experiment faces a host of
new complexities and that this
industry will continue to evolve
beyond any current or future
understanding.
www.webberwentzel.com

Seshree Govender, Webber Wentzel

SOFTWARE
Focus on the horizon
"Have you ever tried to steer a boat in a storm? The continuous
pummelling of wind and waves can send a craft sailing in circles,
drifting far off course, or even capsizing," says Jane Thomson, Managing
Director at Softworx, an Infor partner. "Managing a manufacturing
plant today can feel much the same. Rapid rate of change, disruptive
technologies, global tensions, and the political debate about the promise
of jobs all converge to create one wild whirlwind. Staying focused on
strategic priorities is a challenge and often coupled with high-risk."
In these turbulent times focusing on the horizon is essential to success
especially if you have the right partner on board.
www.softworx.co.za

Acumatica wins award for 'Best ERP Software'
Local Acumatica premier partner One Channel has announced that
Acumatica Cloud ERP has been awarded PCMag Editors' Choice
Awards for Best ERP Software, Best Inventory Management Software,
Best Enterprise-Class General Ledger Accounting Software, and the
Best Business Mobile Apps. As the true cloud ERP system, Acumatica
provides small to mid-sized businesses the most effective solution to
manage their entire business through a full suite of integrated business
management applications, ranging from customer management,
project accounting, and distribution management to manufacturing
management, field service, and commerce edition
www.onechannel.co.za

One Channel
upbeat about cloud
prospects

Bernard Ford, One Channel
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Local cloud specialist One
Channel is upbeat about the
prospects of cloud computing
in Africa. The company says
the IDC predicts that by 2018,
at least half of IT spending will
be cloud-based and will reach
close to 70% of all software,
services and technology
spending by 2020.
www.onechannel.co.za
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Audio visual (AV) over IP - bridging
the gap between audio visual, IT
Audio visual over IP will revolutionise the AV industry in the same
way that telephony was revolutionised by voice over IP, says Marnus
Swart, lead solutions architect for Ubuntu Unified Communications.
AV over IP is an endlessly scalable AV platform, unchained from
conventional physical hardware limitations. No longer are you bound
to the limitations of legacy AV hardware preventing on-the-fly
addition of sources and displays. Shifting the AV platform to a network
allows you to break the barriers imposed by physical limitations, such
as building layouts or distance. Ubuntu Technologies is a proudly
accredited partner of the leading manufacturers of this technology.
www.ubuntusa.co.za

Integrated
multimedia
disruption for
the enterprise
Metacom has designed
and developed the
MC731 Internet Video
media player, which can
The MC731 Internet Video media player
be used in any number
of demanding media environments and provides a managed
and integrated media distribution solution. Marius Visser, MD
of Metacom Europe, says the solution is capable of being fully
integrated into a managed ecosystem and network.
www.metacom.co.za

Epicor announces
international partner
winners
Epicor Software Corporation has
announced the international winners
of its 2017 Partner Excellence Awards
at the recent Epicor Global Partner
Summit, in Dubai. Biscit took both
the Business Transformation Award
and Technology Innovator Award;
Athens Technology Centre received
the Customer Experience Award;
Tru Care Consultants received the
Rapid Time to Value Award; EpicERP
was crowned Rising Star and
Sabby Gill, Epicor
DataWorld Solutions was recognised
as Partner of the Year. The global awards programme was launched as
part of the new international channel programme, and demonstrates
the company's ongoing commitment to investing in and growing its
international channel. All recipients were selected by Epicor.
www.epicor.com

Master of your data
Intelligently using data available in your organisation will determine
if you survive or not. This is according to Lenore Kerrigan, Country
Sales Director of OpenText Africa, speaking at the recent Datacentrix
event in Johannesburg. She advises companies to look at their own
business models and see if they are in control of their data because
this will make a difference in future operations.
www.opentext.com

Covering the continent
Daily news and analysis of Africa’s key ICT markets.
www.itwebafrica.com

First with IT news. Every day.
www.itweb.co.za
326 Rivonia Boulevard, Rivonia, South Africa
Tel: + 27 11 807 3294
Fax: + 27 11 807 2020
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SOFTWARE

Coding academy for
people with disabilities

OCTOBER
ITWeb Industry
Tech Update

Date: 17-18 October
Venue: Focus Rooms,
Sunninghill

ITWeb Brainstorm
CIO Banquet
Date: 25 October
Venue: Inanda Club,
Sandton

NOVEMBER
ITWeb Digital
Economy Summit
Date: 7-8 November
Venue: Focus Rooms,
Sunninghill

ITWeb POPI
Update II

Date: 21 November
Venue: Summer Place,
Hyde Park

FEBRUARY
ITWeb
Cloud Summit

Date: 8 February
Venue: Vodacom World,
Midrand

ITWeb Governance,
Risk & Compliance
Date: 20 February
Venue: Summer Place,
Hyde Park

By: SIBAHLE MALINGA

T

he Hub Employment Ecosystems for
People with Disabilities (HeePD) will next
month introduce a coding academy for people
living with disabilities.
Established in February by Riad Masoet,
who has multiple sclerosis, HeePD is a
commercial enterprise that works as an
incubator and accelerator of various hubs
which connect disabled people to skills
development and job opportunities.
Based in Cape Town, the organisation
combines seven ecosystems – recycling
projects, urban farming initiatives, food
schemes, contact centre services, transport
services, recruitment, training and skills
development to assist people living with
disabilities to find employment. The coding
academy to be piloted in the next two weeks
will be the latest edition to the enterprise
ecosystems.
"We are launching a pilot coding academy
in partnership with CodeSpace and our own
internationally supported online coding
programmes, supported by our internal
trainers at HeePD," explains Masoet.
"The objective of the coding academy is to
provide coding skills to people with disabilities
to build ICT skills in the areas of science,
technology, engineering and mathematics,
a sector where opportunities for people with
disabilities are virtually non-existent in SA.
This will provide invaluable in-demand skills
for people with disabilities to find jobs on
the open job market and become software
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entrepreneurs and developers for HeePD."
Seeking employment opportunities and
assisting people with disabilities to become
entrepreneurs is one of HeePD's long-term
visions. The organisation says it has partnered
with the SAB Foundation, which contributed
R2.1 million and has also received funding of
R480 000 from the Western Cape Department
of Economic Development and Tourism.
According to HeePD, the coding academy
will offer various coding languages from basic
to intermediate to advanced HTML, Java, C+,
Python and many IT skills in demand in the
open job market. The pilot programme will
officially launch over 13 to 25 August at the
Open Design Festival in Cape Town.
"The government's target is to have 7.5% of
people with disabilities employed in corporate
SA. The actual employment figure is currently
closer to 1%," says Masoet. "Our goal, with the
help of the SAB Foundation, is to create 100
jobs over the next two years. Naturally, those
100 jobs will have an exponential positive
effect in the community. The hub seeks to
further expand its ecosystems and connect
people living with disabilities to available job
opportunities, through training and skills
development in several areas, with the coding
academy focusing on developing tech skills."
The organisation says it aims to fully
establish the ecosystems and then replicate
and roll out 20 or more intraHubs nationally
by 2020, supported by Standing Tall
Recruitment and Advisory Services.

BUSINESS

UCT introduces first
fintech degree in Africa

T

he University of Cape Town (UCT) has
introduced a fintech degree, to equip
students with financial technology skills to
shape a sustainable career in the financial
services industry.
The academic institution says it is the
first university on the continent to offer the
degree, which is "specifically designed" to
equip students with the necessary skills and
knowledge to embrace the technological
revolution in the financial services sector.
The new degree, which is already in
demand from potential students, is a Master
of Data Science with a specialisation in
financial technology, and will be offered for
the first time in January 2018.
The syllabus focuses on a combination of
finance, technology and entrepreneurship.
Course convener Dr Co-Pierre Georg,
senior lecturer at the African Institute of
Financial Markets and Risk Management
(AIFMRM) at UCT, explains: "We are in
constant and close contact with the financial
services industry and know that it is facing a
shifting demand for skills.
"In the past, companies were mainly
looking for advanced mathematical and
modelling skills. There still is demand for
these skills, but by far the largest demand
now is from students who have a thorough
understanding of finance, combined with
a mastery of modern data analytics and
software development skills. Our students
will be able to develop these skills in the

|

Senior
Security Analyst

TELSPACE
At least 2 years experience as a
security analyst / penetration tester
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 275356

two most exciting areas of fintech: machine
learning and blockchain technologies."
According to UCT, SA's financial services
industry faces a significant challenge – the
rise of fintech, combined with a lack of
skilled graduates who are able to navigate
this complex new terrain.
Over the years, machine learning
has given the world self-driving cars,
speech recognition and a vastly improved
understanding of the human genome. In the
financial services industry, machine learning
is used to analyse vast datasets; for example,
to identify a customer's credit profile, to
identify profitable companies, or to find an
optimal investment strategy, it adds.
Through the degree, the institution says
students will be taught to master machine
learning methods and to be able to develop
their own applications.
Associate professor and head of the
Department of Statistical Science at UCT,
Francesca Little, says the new degree is
highly interdisciplinary and convened
together with the Department of Statistical
Science at UCT.
"We started the MSc in Data Science to
give students a thorough understanding of
the latest methods in statistical learning.
This includes the extremely exciting field of
machine learning and artificial intelligence.
The idea then was to bring together UCT's
‘best and brightest' from other departments
to design a degree that is truly special. We are
delighted to partner with AIFMRM so that
we are able to offer a specialisation in the
exciting new field of financial technology."
The other topical focus of the degree is the
new blockchain technology that is behind
new cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, says UCT.
In April, the FinTech Academy was
launched in SA. The academy offers a twoday crash course to provide comprehensive
understanding of key areas in fintech to
C-level executives.
Nicole Anderson, CEO and co-founder
of FinTech Circle, says: "SA and the rest of
the continent present a number of unique
and exciting opportunities for the use of
fintech, particularly in areas of fintech
convergence."
UCT fintech degree applications close on
31 October.
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Top Jobs

C# Developer

DRACORE DATA SCIENCES
4 years of C# development experience
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 275355

Business
Development Manager

CYLON CONSULTING
4 years sales experience
Gauteng
R20,000 to R25,000 per month
Ref No: 275432

Senior ORACLE DBA

OPTISOLUTIONS
Minimum of 8 years working
experience as an ORACLE DBA
Western Cape
Negotiable
Ref No: 275458

C# Developer

WARP DEVELOPMENT
Brilliant developer required but a
well-rounded individual,
with soft skills as well
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 275454

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294
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INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Ubusha implements SailPoint's
cloud-based security solution for Vitality

Smooth Sage
implementation for Lutramart Oils

Vitality has partnered with security services provider Ubusha to
implement SailPoint's IdentityNow offering, a unique cloud-based
solution that provides next-generation IT security capabilities.
"IdentityNow will rapidly improve the visibility to business and
governance of who accesses Vitality's IT systems. This will allow
administrators to automate access assignments and revocations,
and regularly review assigned user access," says Andrew
Whittaker, Practice Manager at Ubusha, a security services
company that specialises in identity, access and governance. As
a cloud-based solution, SailPoint IdentityNow is delivered as
a service and enables Vitality to manage both its on-premises
environment and its cloud-based offerings via a single tool.
www.ubusha.co.za

Sage X3 Fast Start designed to save an organisation time and resources
through a host of cutting-edge features, was installed by Parity for
Lutramart Oils in just 21 days. The software allows automation of
business processes, tools for planning, budgeting and forecasting,
and always-on cloud connectivity for business on the move. Themba
Mtombeni, owner of Lutramart Oils, says, “The entire experience
was fast, efficient and professional, providing the company with a
business solution to become more efficient and competitive."
www.parity.co.za

Kaizen MSD prefers K8
Kaizen Motor Spares Distributors, established in 2007, has grown
into one of the largest automotive aftermarket distributors in
SA, with branches in Johannesburg, Durban, Nelspruit, Cape
Town and Polokwane. Kaizen MSD realised the need for a
comprehensive, fully integrated system, Kerridge Commercial
Systems. K8 will be replacing its legacy system. Kaizen MSD
felt it had outgrown the system as it lacked multi-branch stock
management, financial controls, margin management and support
in general. Furthermore, its legacy system did not cater for
product descriptions, nor did it have a product file per branch.
Implementing K8 will support the growth of the business.
www.kerridgecs.com

Pupkewitz MegaBuild
moves to e-commerce
with K8 Web Builder
Pupkewitz MegaBuild has gone live
with K8 Web Builder, a powerful,
integrated e-commerce solution. Web
Builder integrates into Pupkewitz
MegaBuild's existing K8 ERP system,
enabling it to trade 24/7. Danie Du
Toit, financial director at MegaBuild,
said: "We are currently still in a final proof of concept stage with only
limited customers having access to our Web site. We look forward
to the official launch, when all customers can benefit from our
e-commerce service offering." Tiaan Deetlefs, account manager for
MegaBuild, said: "MegaBuild has been a long-standing customer. It
is good to see clients prosper with the solutions KCS offers.”
www.kerridgecs.com

SOFTWARE
Obsidian Systems goes wide
open with Free Beer Session 23
Leading open source technology, services and solutions specialist
Obsidian Systems hosted another edition of its Free Beer
technology networking and review sessions at the end of August.
Red Hat's Solution Architect Gavin McDougall was also there to
relay his open source personal journey, from Internet Solutions to
his current role as a Solutions Architect. His presentation covered
his progress from his first Linux distro to his current position
building platforms for large enterprises in telecommunications.
www.obsidian.co.za

The art of
communication

Lenore Kerrigan, OpenText Africa

20

Lenore Kerrigan, Country
Sales Director of OpenText
Africa, recently addressed
young, black women at the
Maharishi Institute which
is a BBBEE partner of the
company on the art of
communication. Kerrigan said
that the sharing of skills is a
societal imperative, in driving
relationships and business.
www.opentext.com
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Selecting the best
production planning and
scheduling software
Selecting the right production scheduling
software is crucial in the manufacturing
industry. To assist in selecting the best
scheduling solution for your business,
Ncoded Solutions has taken the time to
share some of the important lessons it
has learned over the last 20+ years in the
hope that it might make it easier for you.
These lessons are outlined on its website
under various headings including: understanding your needs and
challenges, creating a functionality wish list, consider what goes into
selecting the best vendor, and research!
www.ncoded.co.za

Rating Preactor Scheduling
Ncoded Solutions says Preactor specialises in collaborating with tier-two
ERP applications such as Microsoft Dynamics AX. Though it has a large
number of reference able accounts it is the low cost leader in terms of
initial software acquisition cost. Ncoded Solutions rates the accuracy of
the information provided by Preactor to be about average and rates it
above average in consulting and support. Generally, Preactor's innovation
level would be expected to decline after the Siemens acquisition in 2013.
www.ncoded.co.za

ITWeb is an indispensable source of news, information and insight
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